Bobbin Lace: Beyond the Basics  Instructor: Karen Thompson

The supplies listed below can be purchased as a kit from the Lace ($18; covers shipping to anywhere in the U.S) **A link to the kit will be emailed to enrolled students 3 weeks prior to the start of the class.**

**Kit Includes:**
- Beyond the Basics Instructions
- Beyond the Basics Patterns
- crochet hooks
- beads for one of the projects

**Additional Supplies Needed:**
- 16 pairs of bobbins
  - If you purchased the Introduction to Bobbin Lace kit from the Lace Museum you already have 12 pairs of bobbins. **An additional 4 pairs will be needed.** You may supplement your own supplies, or purchase these from the Lace Museum or another vendor.
- A device with a fairly large screen for watching the demonstrations such as a desktop, laptop, iPad, or tablet, and another device, such as a cell phone, with a camera mounted above the lace pillow for feedback from the instructor. (Instructions on how to set up your second device as a camera will be sent prior to the first class.)